W e appreciate the response from Hojat and colleagues regarding our study. In our manuscript, we extensively outlined reasons why we might not have been able to replicate the original study's findings. Those that the authors proposed in their letter, however, are unlikely causes.
They propose our findings may have differed due to the mandatory communication trainings at Cleveland Clinic. Yet our methods stated the Jefferson Scale of Empathy (JSE) scores used in our study were collected prior to training exposure. It's true we had a larger proportion of Internal versus Family Medicine physicians and a moderately different case mix of patients, but our finding of no association between empathy and diabetes outcomes was consistent in all multivariable and sensitivity analyses. Whether using their empathy cut points, analyzing scores continuously to maximize statistical power, or looking at subsets of patients with poorly controlled diabetes, we found no relationship between JSE and outcomes.
As described in detail in our paper, our inability to reproduce the original study's conclusions is not unusual-research findings are often reversed. 1 This is why it's important to replicate studies. It may be true that empathy was associated with diabetic control among patients of 29 Family Medicine physicians at Thomas Jefferson > 10 years ago, but their conclusion that "physician empathy is an important factor associated with clinical competence and patient outcomes" is not true now, at least not at the Cleveland Clinic.
Finally, the authors cite our "error in judgment" for acknowledging that the two studies that found correlations between empathy and diabetes outcomes were conducted by the same group. We fear they felt we were impugning their integrity, which is not the case. Research shows even when studying the same data, different researchers often come to different conclusions, 2 highlighting the benefit of having multiple groups independently study similar topics. Additionally, financial interests have been shown to lead to unconscious biases, 3 and investigators that are professionally invested in a specific field may be more likely to see associations in data than impartial methodologists. 4 These implicit phenomena are reasons that authors are required to disclose financial conflicts of interest, and less commonly, professional ones. We have no specific stake in the outcome of this study. We hope that others will also attempt to replicate this work and add to our knowledge about the impact of empathy on patient outcomes.
